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QUESTION 1

You are using the Magento B2B module and you are requested to change the catalog type in your 

Magento store from custom to public. 

What are the three results from the change? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Original companies are reassigned to the replacement 

B. All new catalogs are shared 

C. Only guest visitors will see this catalog 

D. The existing public shared catalog will be converted to a custom catalog 

E. This cannot be reverted back to a custom catalog 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant is launching a promotion to give free shipping for products in the T-Shirt attribute set. Shipping and must still
be calculated for products expect for the T-Shirt attribute set. 

How do you make sure free shipping is only applied to the correct items? 

A. This requires a customization, as free shipping applies to all products in the cart. 

B. In the Free Shipping Applies to field, select the Attribute Set type and specify T-Shirt. 

C. Specify the T-Shirt attribute set as a condition in the rule\\'s Action tab. 

D. Add the T-Shirt attribute set as a filter in the rule\\'s Condition tab. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A Magento Cloud merchant is planning their Black Friday ?Cyber Monday campaigns and wants to see an analysis of
last year\\'s campaigns. 

What are two to use Magento Business Intelligence to deliver this analysis? 

A. Create a report comparing revenue and discount amounts tor coupons that were promoted during fast years
campaigns. 

B. Use the ROI calculator to input last year\\'s holiday an spend and compare it against net revenue 
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C. Do a server performance check to assess impact of holiday traffic spikes on conversion rate 

D. Use the Cohort Report Builder lo understand the Lifetime value of holiday-acquired customers vs, other customers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A merchant is using Magento to manage inventory. The procurement department needs to see which products in the
Clotting attribute set have fewer than 50 items in stock while eliminating all unnecessary columns. 

How do you do this? 

A. Install a 3rd-party module to provide this report 

B. Enable the Daily Product Inventory Report email feature 

C. Navigate to the Low Stock report and enter the filtering conditions. 

D. Create a new product grid view with the necessary filters and column selections 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Your merchant is migrating from another to Magento. On the old site page exists in two languages, which 

is reflected in their URL path. 

Before going live redirects from old pages to their equivalent new ones need to be configured. 

How do you that in the Magento admin? 

A. Create a category for each old page with a matching URL key 

B. Create a URL rewrite Tor each old page win a marching Request path 

C. Upload a CVS file with a rewrites-table in the store configuration 

D. Create a CMS page tor each old page with a matching identifier 

Correct Answer: A 
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